
Appendix “E”

Presumptive Hourly Rates
(Effective December 10, 2019)

Category Current Rate New Second Circuit
Presumptive Rate

Comments

Investigator $80 - $95 $110 Rate above $110
available for provider
with foreign language
fluency or other
extraordinary skill. ‡

Associates $80 - $90, $110*

Paralegal $35 - $50, $65** $75 per hour without
regard to employment
status. 

$85 per hour for
provider with foreign
language fluency or
other extraordinary skill.
‡

Mitigation Expert $100 $125 per hour Rate above $125 is
available for provider
with foreign language
fluency or other
extraordinary skill. ‡

Law Students $15 -$25

Mental Health
Professionals

$200 - $350***

Pathologists $250

*  In situations where the associate is a full time employee of the CJA panel member’s firm, application can be 
     made to the presiding judicial officer through the Case Budgeting Attorney (CBA) for a rate of $110 per hour. 
    The additional funds are intended to help defray the costs associated with maintaining said associate such as 
    room rent and telephone.

** In situations where the paralegal is a full time employee of the CJA panel member’s firm, application can be 
      made to the presiding judicial officer through the Case Budgeting Attorney (CBA) for a rate of $65 per hour. 
     The additional $15 per hour is intended to help defray the costs  associated with maintaining said employee, 
     such as room rent and telephone.

*** There are almost an infinite number of expert service providers with an equal variety of rates. For this reason, 
         this list is not intended to be all inclusive. The intention is to keep the mental health providers, pathologists,



serologists and other expert provider’s rates at or below $350 per hour whenever possible. If you are quoted   
a higher rate by a service provider, counsel are encouraged to attempt to negotiate a lower CJA rate.  In         
instances where the provider has refused to negotiate a lower rate and there is no other acceptable provider     
willing to work for the presumptive rate, applications should be made to the presiding judicial officer for        
the higher rate with a detailed explanation of the steps taken to procure the lower rate as justification for the   
rate requested.

As with all presumptive rates, there may be instances where a particular individual possesses a special skill    
or expertise that warrants a higher rate. In such instances, application should be made to the presiding             
judicialofficer with an explanation as to why the rate requested is justified and reasonable.

‡   Applications should be addressed to the Second Circuit Case-Budgeting Attorney


